A Nostalgic Look at Pittsburgh's Big Band Roots

By Paul Roth with Patricia Finkel
The voice coming from my computer speaker stirred nostalgic memories of music from many decades ago: “Tommy Carlyn and His ‘Take-It-Easy Tempos’ from Bill Green’s Casino … located just off the cloverleaf on Route 51.” It was a 1947 recording of a popular Pittsburgh band being broadcast nationally on the NBC radio network from a nightclub in Pittsburgh’s South Hills. This show, and many others, are on a website that features radio broadcasts of dance bands from various national locations.¹ I’ve had a lifelong interest in dance bands and their music, so that broadcast—which represented just a small part of Western Pennsylvania’s dance band history—brought back many poignant memories.

I’ve been a fan of dance bands all my life. I’ve played a number of woodwinds, led a recreational band, produced and hosted radio and TV programs of dance band music. I also have accumulated a collection of more than 10,000 recordings and film clips from the 1920s through the ’50s. And I’ve even produced several dance band CDs and written their descriptive notes.

In my early teen years, fellow band-fanatics would gather on summer evenings around the steps of the First Reformed Church at the corner of Union and Library Avenues in McKeesport. We would vocally imitate our favorite bands by making a cappella instrumental sounds à la the Mills Brothers, even recreating complete broadcasts. I simulated the woodwinds and trombone while Chuck Coughlin imitated trumpet and Ted Fry created rhythm sound, to name just a couple of friends. We alternated in singing the vocal choruses.

For those of us older than 70, the era of the dance bands was an unforgettable time. We listened to broadcasts and recordings, and we danced to the bands in person or watched them perform on stage. With most of the performers and venues gone, it’s nice to have modern technology to help spark our memories and preserve some of the history.

LEFT: Dix recording label, National recording label, Jet recording label. Paul Roth Collection.

BELOW: By the 1940s, dance band fans in Pittsburgh had many options on their radio dial.

In my early teen years, fellow band-fanatics would gather on summer evenings around the steps of the First Reformed Church...in McKeesport. We would vocally imitate our favorite bands by making a cappella instrumental sounds à la the Mills Brothers, even recreating complete broadcasts.

The dance band was usually identified by the leader’s name such as Glenn Miller or Johnny Long. Sometimes a catch phrase was attached such as Guy Lombardo and the Royal Canadians.

A dance band, also called an orchestra (and in later years a “big band”), was typically a group of 9 to 20 musicians playing arranged sheet music (or charts) on traditional instruments: woodwinds (primarily saxophones and clarinets), brass (primarily trumpets and trombones), and “rhythm” (primarily piano, drum, bass viol or tuba, and guitar or banjo). A few employed the accordion. Bands that played swanky hotel restaurants and ballrooms frequently included a string section. A vocalist or two would accompany the band. With the exception of vocalists and occasionally a pianist, the groups were usually male. The actual size of an organization was partially influenced by the location and the contract for the appearance. They mainly played music for the fox-trot, but also for the other popular dances of the era: waltz, swing, polka, and Latin rhythms.

The dance band was usually identified by the leader’s name such as Glenn Miller or Johnny Long. Sometimes a catch phrase was attached such as Guy Lombardo and the Royal Canadians.
A number of bandleaders who hailed from Western Pennsylvania attained national recognition, including Ted Weems (Pittcairn), Ray Anthony (Bentleyville), Chuck Foster (Arnold), Jimmy Palmer (Canonsburg), and Ray Pearl (Johnstown).

Saxophonist Baron Elliott led one of the most prominent and long-lived bands in the area. He started his band in 1933 as a senior at Allegheny High School. He told me, “By 1934, I was successful enough to be hired to play a summer-long engagement at Castle Farms, a ballroom near Cincinnati, Ohio.” For the next eight years, the band served Pittsburgh radio stations WCAE and WJAS as staff orchestra, except for the summer seasons when it toured to distant locales like the Trianon Ballroom in Chicago. Elliott was drafted into the Army in 1942. He disbanded for WWII until 1945. He

Irrespective of their personnel makeup, the major bands played at all kind of venues in all types of towns and neighborhoods.
was persistent in holding his band together until 1980, long after the dance band era ended.

Many of the bandleaders’ names were pseudonyms created for easy recognition. For instance “Tommy Carlyn” was Anthony Collella; “Baron Elliott” was Charlie Craft; “Lee Kelton” was Leo Yagello.

The Western Pennsylvania region also contributed many musicians to national dance bands, among them Bob Doran, 87, who grew up in East Liberty and is now a retired woodwind repairman in Sarasota, Florida. He talked to me about being inspired by his dad, who played banjo with Whitey Kaufman’s Pennsylvania Serenaders in the early 1920s. (His dad played on KDKA radio in its inaugural year of 1921.) Bob said he was also inspired in his mid-teens by the recordings of famous tenor saxophonist Coleman Hawkins. He reminisced that as a local professional, he played tenor sax and clarinet with Larry Faith’s Orchestra at the Greater Pittsburgh Airport’s Horizon Room and with Art Farrar at the Penn-Shady Ballroom. Later, Bob continued to work in New York with nationally known bands, and later in studio orchestras. He says, “I still pick up my horn on occasion to play with local groups.” [see photo, page 57]

The area also produced musicians who gained considerable national fame as expert arrangers and conductors: Billy May and Sam Nestico were among the most prominent. May was very influential at Capitol Records where, in the early 1950s, he helped revive Frank Sinatra’s career. May was already an established arranger and leader with Capitol Records when Sinatra joined the studio. Thus he was responsible for many of Sinatra’s early and very successful Capitol recordings, which featured a big band accompaniment. Nestico was a major creative influence for Count Basie and other jazz-influenced bands. Both had early career experience playing trombone for Baron Elliott’s band.
Neighborhoods had local fire halls and clubs such as the VFW, American Legion, and Elks for holding dances. Amusement parks like Kennywood and West View had large ballrooms. Roller-skating arenas such as the Palisades in McKeesport and Ches-A-Rena in Cheswick hosted dance bands too. Downtown hotels such as the William Penn, Webster Hall, and Roosevelt had ballrooms, while the urban fringes included the Hill District’s Savoy Ballroom and Crawford Grill and East Liberty’s Penn-Shady.

Dance bands appeared at suburban nightclubs, or “road houses,” like Vogue Terrace (McKeesport), Bill Green’s Casino (Pleasant Hills), Anchorage (Verona), McSorley’s Colonial (Avalon), and Willows (Oakmont), and at community ballrooms from Monessen to Sharon to Greensburg. A recording in my collection contains a 1939 broadcast of Red Nichols and His Five Pennies band playing at the Willows in 1939.²

Nightclubs like Bill Green’s and the Vogue Terrace catered to teenagers, who could be admitted by paying the cover charge but not served alcohol. For my friends and me, such a costly evening was reserved for very special occasions or dates. Likewise,
if you were too young (or too broke) to be admitted to Kennywood’s screened ballroom, you could stand outside and listen for free!

As a teen, one of my favorite things to do was to go downtown on a Saturday afternoon to see a movie and a stage show. For most of the Big Band Era, dance band stage appearances were presented by major theaters such as the Stanley, Alvin, and Loew’s Penn; the Enright in East Liberty; the Roosevelt in the Hill District; and the Palace in Greensburg. The stage show was repeated several times a day and would usually offer, along with the band, a complete variety show including (typically) a juggler, a dance team, and a comedian. Spanning nearly the entire period of dance band popularity, Loew’s Penn, for instance, presented its first dance band, Ted Lewis, in 1927, and its last, Vaughan Monroe, in 1954.

It should be noted here that while teenagers gained most of the pop notoriety as dance band fans, most of the venues were out of their financial reach, with the exceptions of stage shows, public ballrooms, and proms.

The Bulletin Index, in December 1935, gave a listing of downtown places to dance on New Years Eve. The Roosevelt Hotel featured Bernie Armstrong’s band, the Show Boat on the Monongahela River presented the Nelson Maple orchestra, and
the Smithfield Grill offered the music of Fran Eichler.

The November 1943 issue of *Down Beat* reported the locations nationally of over 100 major bands. This issue listed Cab Calloway's band on-stage at the Stanley Theater and Richard Himber's orchestra appearing at the Vogue Terrace. The April 1, 1938, *Pittsburgh Press* displayed the Stanley's advertisement for the appearance of Happy Felton's band.

The Chatterbox, a basement nightclub in downtown Pittsburgh's William Penn Hotel from 1933 to 1942, was the launching point for several name bands which subsequently had long careers, playing in hotels, ballrooms, and television. Lawrence Welk is reputed to have invented his "Champagne Music" style there while his band was playing a long engagement in the late 1930s.3

Orrin Tucker related that his band was playing at the Chatterbox when they got a telegram inviting them to play the Edgewater Beach Hotel in Chicago. "This was to be our first big-time engagement and the band celebrated that night with champagne."4 Count Basie played an engagement at the Chatterbox on his way from Kansas City to his first New York appearance in 1937 that was broadcast and recorded. The Chatterbox was also a stepping-stone for Don Bestor, Dick Stabile, and others.

Gert Brog, 97, a Squirrel Hill resident, recalls her teenage years living on Center Avenue in the Hill District of Pittsburgh. She and her friends attended the
Irene Kauffman Settlement House where they took dance lessons for 25 cents. They often walked from Center Avenue to the Chatterbox to hear dance bands: “Kay Kyser was our favorite because he made music for slow, easy dancing.”

**BANDS ON RADIO AND RECORD**

Some prominent dance spots were coveted for providing widespread exposure through radio broadcasts, called “airchecks.” Pittsburgh’s Bill Green may have been one of the pioneers of having a telephone connection or “wire” installed at his establishment, enabling the orchestras to air their performances locally or nationally via network “hook-up.”

This was acknowledged by nationally known bandleader Sammy Kaye, who said that his wide-spread popularity started when he brought his Cleveland-based band to Bill Green’s, where his radio broadcasts attained a local and national following.

We floundered around quite a bit after we left high school and finally ended up at a place called Bill Green’s in Pittsburgh. So we played there in the summertime. We went there and played for the whole season for $350 a week for the whole band. We started broadcasting. I made a deal with Mutual to pick us up anytime they wanted to. We would come in there at noon, in our pajamas, and do a half-hour broadcast. Another good broadcast that we had was every afternoon about 4:30, nobody in the place, just the band. Of course we would broadcast every night when we played there. That was a big stepping stone.

This resulted in a contract for his first New York City appearance at the Commodore Hotel. Kaye played at Bill Green’s every year until April 1953.
From 1979 onward, when I was producing and hosting a weekend big band radio show on WEAM in Washington, D.C., I had the opportunity to interview many of the national bandleaders who were my boyhood heroes. I usually asked them if they remembered at which Pittsburgh locations they had appeared. Les Brown, Dick Jurgens, Freddy Martin, and others fondly remembered engagements at Bill Green’s and the Vogue Terrace. Others recalled “one-night stands” at the amusement parks and at the Palisades.

Pittsburgh-area radio stations—like many stations across the U.S. and Canada—broadcasted live dance band music. Pittsburgh stations KDKA, WCAE, WJAS, and KQV, then-affiliates of the NBC, ABC, CBS, and Mutual networks, frequently featured such broadcasts. Un-sponsored on-location (live) dance band broadcasts filled the airwaves after the evening network radio shows ended. Transcribed (recorded) programs were supplied by recording companies to be used by stations to fill unsponsored spaces in their daily schedules. Dance band programs could be found in newspaper daily radio schedules, as could advertisements for local appearances.

I recall as a teenager staying up listening to dance band broadcasts late into the night;
Western Pennsylvanians could hear distant stations’ on-location broadcasts because selected radio stations (such as Pittsburgh’s KDKA) were designated as “clear-channel,” meaning that their broadcast frequency was exclusively reserved. Stations such as WGN and WBBM in Chicago, WWL in New Orleans, and KMOX in St. Louis sent strong signals.

In the larger cities, radio stations frequently employed dance bands as staff orchestras to present afternoon or dinner time musical programs. In Pittsburgh, KDKA’s Maurice Spitalny and WCAE’s Baron Elliott provided music for listeners’ mealtime pleasure.

When a broadcast began, one could recognize the band’s identity by hearing just a few bars of that band’s theme song. Most dance bands adopted a melody that was played at the beginning and sometimes the end of a radio broadcast for immediate listener recognition. For example, “Auld Lang Syne” was Guy Lombardo’s tune, while “I’m Getting Sentimental Over You” identified Tommy Dorsey. A local example would be Baron Elliott’s playing of “Star Dust.”

I recently donated my collection of records made by Pittsburgh’s local dance bands to the Pittsburgh Music Hall of Fame. These were 78-rpm records produced by local recording/distributing companies, usually sold at record stores such as National Record Mart and Stedeford’s and also at 5-and-10 cent stores. Some examples produced in the late 1930s through the 1940s were the bands of Baron Elliott on the Jet label, Lee Kelton on Dix, Tommy Carlyn on Bee Bee, and Lang Thompson on National Record Mart’s house label. During my college years, I had a job at the National Record Mart working weekends and summers, enabling me to have first pick at buying these now-rare items. As a guest on Pittsburgh radio station WDUQ in 2008, I got to play some of them on the program “Music: Sweet and Hot.”

AN ERA ENDS

The number of dance bands began declining during WWII due to personnel shortages and the closing of dance locations. Many bandleaders and musicians joined the Armed Forces (Rudy Vallee, for instance, left to lead a Coast Guard band), plus the government began to impose heavy entertainment taxes. Suburban locations suffered due to shortages of gasoline and rubber. Recording bans initiated by the musicians’ union in 1942 and 1948 had the effect of lessening the popularity of dance bands as the public’s attention to singers and other forms of musical performance increased.8 By the mid-1950s, with the advent of television, popular music and dance styles were changing. As teenagers flocked to rock ’n roll, traditional night clubs and ballrooms began to disappear. Live radio broadcasts were replaced by disk jockeys who promoted “artists” (vocalists and vocal groups) rather than bands.

Perhaps most difficult was the cost of maintaining a large band: paying salaries, arrangements, and transportation made it uneconomical as interest waned. According to national bandleader and local favorite Tommy Tucker, “My touring entourage could number over 20, including the band members, a manager, arranger, and staff to make copies of the score for each musician.”9 Unlike most bandleaders, Tucker occasionally invited wives to join the tour. Art Landry, a pioneer bandleader who started his band in the early 1920s, sometimes needed two railroad Pullman cars to transport his entourage.10 Such expenses, combined with the emergence of different post-war musical tastes, led to the emergence of the combo, a small instrumental group that played a repertoire of music different from the dance band fare at a much lower cost. Finally, even radio stations abandoned their staff orchestras.
In 1980, I had a part in what may have been the last live remote radio broadcast of a dance band. Traditional touring bands were making a brief comeback, and I was fortunate—to enjoy the revived Jan Garber Orchestra playing for enthusiastic dancers in Greensburg. Because I had a regular weekend program on Washington, D.C.’s WEAM, I convinced my station’s manager to engage the Garber orchestra to play a “one-nighter” public appearance at Washington’s Shoreham Hotel. This led to fulfillment of a lifelong desire to announce a name band’s live radio broadcast to a standing-room-only crowd.

The dance band era ended long ago but our memories remain, and it is preserved in old records, films, a few books, and an occasional web site offering electronic artifacts such as “Tommy Carlyn … from Bill Green’s Casino … on Route 51….”
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